We compare the performance of the very popular Tree-GPU code BONSAI with the older Particle-(Multi)Mesh code SUPERBOX. Both code we run on a same hardware using the GPU acceleration for the force calculation. SUPERBOX is a particle-mesh code with high resolution sub-grid and a higher order NGP (nearest grid point) force-calculation scheme. In our research, we are aiming to demonstrate that the new parallel version of SUPERBOX is capable to do the high resolution simulations of the interaction of the system of disc-bulge-halo composed galaxy. We describe the improvement of performance and scalability of SUPERBOX particularly for the Kepler cluster (NVIDIA K20 GPU). A comparison was made with the very popular and publicly available Tree-GPU code BONSAI †.
Overview
• Direct gravitational N -body simulations: computational complexity ∼ N 2 * ϕGRAPE & ϕGPU codes (Harfst et al. 2007; Berczik et al. 2011 Berczik et al. , 2013 • Tree methods: computational complexity ∼ N log(N ) * bonsai GPU tree code (Bédorf et al. 2012 ) • Particle mesh method: computational complexity aN 3 grid log(N grid ) + bN part * SUPERBOX code (Fellhauer et al. 2000) 
Superbox code
The time-step cycle of SUPERBOX is divided into two main routines (98% of the total CPU time) (Fellhauer 2006 ): 1 -the FFT routine computes the potential on the grids (MPI or OpenMP parallel part) 2 -the PUSHER routine contains the force calculation, the position and velocity updating and collection of the output data (serial part) .
The SUPERBOX advantages
• The method is fast. The method is self-consistent.
• Due to the large number of particles statistical noise is extremely low. n=128, 6.3M, 18 galaxies n=256, 6.3M, 18 galaxies n=128, 1M, 3 galaxies n=256, 1M, 3 galaxies n=128, 4M, 3 galaxies n=256, 4M, 3 galaxies n=128, 10M, 3 galaxies n=256, 10M, 3 galaxies n=128, 4M, 3 galaxies (OpenMP) n=256, 4M, 3 galaxies (OpenMP) Figure 1 . Scalability of parallel SUPERBOX version on Kepler cluster for single and multi galaxy models.
After optimization on Kepler cluster the parallel version of SUPERBOX show the increase of performance and good MPI scalability up to 64 CPU, for grid size = 256 and up to 20M particles.
• OpenMP version have good scalability and need less memory, but is limited by maximum CPU cores
• The particle positions update module have bad speedup with OpenMP
SUPERBOX vs BONSAI performance
Calculation time for one integration step show comparable performance (Bien et al. 2008) :
• SUPERBOX (8 MPI CPU, 4M particles, grid-size=128) 3.4s
• SUPERBOX (16-core OpenMP CPU, 4M particles, grid-size=128) 5.6s • BONSAI2 (2x GTX 570 GPU, 4M particles, θ =0.5) 4s • BONSAI2 (Tesla 20X GPU, 10M particles, θ =0.75) 1s
• SUPERBOX (32 MPI CPU, 10.2M particles, grid-size=128) 8.3s
Simulations with parallel GPU based codes
